Dear Colleagues,

As an IDIA faculty affiliate, you are eligible to:

Did you know that, as an IDIA faculty affiliate, you are eligible to:

**Deadline:**

**March 31, 2023**

**April 10, 2023**

**April 7, 2023**

**April 1, 2024**

**September 17, 2023**

**Smart and Connected Communities (S&CC)**

**Environmental Convergence Opportunities in Chemical, Bioengineering, Environmental, and Transport Systems**

**American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE)**

**NASA-Purdue University Program**

**eDucation (ASTEROID)**

**Teacher Professional Development Program**

**SAF/CDM USCYBERCOM Operations & Maintenance Support**

**U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Technology Transitions (DoE-OTT)**

**Fellowship**

**U.S. Department of Defense (DoD)**

**National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)**

**Future of the Workforce**

**Raz, Ali Khalid**

**Moller Ferreira, Celso**

**Vollmecke, Eric W.**

**Seshaiyer, Padmanabhan**

Please email us for questions or concerns at IDIA2@gmu.edu.

Thank you for your continued support.

Sincerely,

[Signature]